
1. Both TrueBuds Power on, but only 1 earbud has sound?
Ans. Delete (”forget”) the TrueBuds connection from your
smart device and turn o� your smart device’s Bluetooth connection.
Power o� the TrueBuds completely and wait 10 seconds. Place the 
TrueBuds back into the charging case and wait 10 seconds. 
Remove both earbuds from the charging case, and they will power
on automatically. Press and hold the function button on both earbuds
at the same for 3 seconds. After 3 seconds release the function button
at the same time and the TrueBuds will enter the automatic 
pairing mode. After 1 to 2 seconds the right earbuds LED light will start
to �ash red and blue, and the left earbud LED light will only �ash blue
slowly. Once they are paired successfully you will hear a voice prompt 
say connected. Turn on the Bluetooth on your phone and search for 
TrueBuds Ace, it should only come up one time. Connect to 
“ TrueBuds Ace” and now your TrueBuds should be paired with your
device and ready to use. 

2. Only 1 TrueBud powers on?
Ans. Press and hold the Truebud the does not light up until the LED light
starts to �ash on.  The other TrueBuds should also be powered on. Now
place both TrueBuds in the charging case at the same time and wait 3 
seconds and then remove them from the charging case, they will turn on
and pair automatically. 

3. Why is there no power even when the TrueBuds are turned on?
Ans. Enusre the battery has been charged up to 2 hours for initial use. 

4. There is no sound during playback? 
Ans. Check the connection between the TrueBuds and your smart device
if the connection is not established please connect again. Make sure
the TrueBuds are paired with your Bluetooth enabled device. 

5. Can I use one TrueBud at a time? 
Ans. Yes, if you would like to use only one TrueBus at a time then simply
turn on the side you want to use and make sure the other TrueBud is 
powered o�, your music and phone call will only play in mono sound. 


